it's national pot smoking day

by max bookman

I t's 4/20 and you're wondering if you are going to go get high today.

Well of course you are! After all, the anticipation of 4/20 gets pot smokers more excited than finding a bag of heads on the sidewalk ("Fuck it dude, I'll smoke it"). But before any pot smoker worth his or her salt indulges in the festivities of 4/20, they must ask themselves, "Am I doing everything I can to make this the most special 4/20 possible?"

Lovers start going chocolate and lingerie shopping for Valentine's Day weeks ahead of time. Christian parents start compiling wish lists months before Christmas. Girls at UVM start thinking about their next Halloween costumes much more than that or they'll just forget.

Don't opt for the usual. If your couch is remembering why you like smoking pot in the first place. Seasoned pot smokers get high for various reasons. Sometimes it seems like almost any reason is good enough. "I need to relax," "I need to wake up," "I'm about to go to class," "I just got back from class," "It's Monday night." Whatever it is, the best way to enjoy 4/20 is to get in the habit of leaving lighters everywhere. One in your room, one in your car, one in your underwear, one in your dreads.

But the most essential thing about 4/20 is to start preparing for their holiday at least, well, a few hours in advance. You can't really ask much more than that or they'll just forget. Today's smoking can't be just like every other day's smoking. On 4/20, stoners must ask, why is this spliff different than all other spliffs?

Pick a special spot

Don't opt for the usual. If your couch smells like Doritos, farts, and ash, it has probably seen too much ganja action. Today's smoking can't be just like every other day's smoking. On 4/20, stoners must ask, why is this spliff different than all other spliffs?
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Go for a ride

Going on a smoke ride is one of the best ways to enjoy 4/20. Driving has its advantages: primarily, you're a moving target, which makes it much harder for the po to catch on. Avoid highways and stay inconspicuous. Joints are best, but that's not to say you can't get away with ripping a bong while driving with your knees 80 miles per hour in the left lane down I-89.

Don't forget the essentials!

We've all been there. You get to your dope smoking spot, the blunt just got finished getting rolled, the anticipation is killing you and, wham. Nobody has a lighter. Make sure you have everything you need before you leave. A good idea is to get in the habit of leaving lighters everywhere. One in your room, one in your car, one in your underwear, one in your dreads.

"Stoners should prepare for their holiday at least, well, a few hours in advance. You can't really ask much more than that or they'll just forget."

Pick a special spot

Don't opt for the usual. If your couch smells like Doritos, farts, and ash, it has probably seen too much ganja action. Today's smoking can't be just like every other day's smoking. On 4/20, stoners must ask, why is this spliff different than all other spliffs?

How to make it special

by drew diemer

Don't just smoke out of that little color-changing spoon that you named Smokey the Bear when you bought it. You can't really ask much more than that or they'll just forget.

"Well, what do you want to smoke out of?" Don't just smoke out of that little color-changing spoon that you named Smokey the Bear when you bought it back in high school at that head shop that didn't card minors. Not today. 4/20 calls for something special. If you have a tube, change the water, clean it out, and fill it up with some ice. If you prefer paper, take this as an opportunity to learn how to roll one of those crazy cones your friend says she learned how to make in Amsterdam. Even better, go downtown and buy a new piece. Bern Gallery is a better place than the water tower, we're cheaper than the other guys. watertowerads@gmail.com
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Dear water tower,

I was surprised to see that you could openly insult the Catholic Church in this publication. FYI, I'm not Catholic or especially spiritual, nor was I offended really. I just found it odd (and a little amusing). Do you have editors? I tried to think about how people would react if the same sort of bigoted stereotype was applied to a different religious or ethnic group. Doesn't sound like a pretty scenario. Way to be.

Cheers,
Cameron Smith

Sometimes reading the water tower makes our readers want to get naked and fight the power. But most of the time, they just send emails. Send your thoughts on anything in this week's issue to thewatertowernews@gmail.com

This past Monday it was announced that Ben Roethlisberger would not have charges pressed against him after another alleged sexual assault incident. The whole story is sketchy, but the message is simple: Ben needs to stop going after girls who don't want him. He has won a Super Bowl and is worth millions of dollars. He can get plenty of attractive women; he does not need to force himself on anyone. Not to mention this girl is twenty and goes to college, Ben is twenty-eight, and plays in the NFL. I guess it just goes to show, money does not hide ugly. Speaking of ugly, check out Zdeno Chara, it is busted. And while hockey is on the slate, go online and check out the hit Ottawa's Hal Sutton laid on Jordan Leopold. I don't want to ruin it, but it ends with Leopold being incapable of moving. NBA is also gearing up for the playoffs, unfortunately they are pretty pointless to watch. If you're rooting for a three seed or higher, you're better off watching Space Jam and rooting for the Goon Squad, not going to win, sorry.

The report makes absurd statements.
- A deputy of former Pakistani President Musharraf, on a new report that was just issued suggesting that the Musharraf regime covered up details and deliberately did not investigate the assassination of Benazir Bhutto. People tend to think reports that may make us non-thinkers. We provide witty and sometimes obnoxious opinions so that you don't have to come up with them yourselves. We can't promise that you will agree with everything that we say, but you will respect the intensity we have to say it. Every once in a while we will generate something that is truly thought provoking. We are the reason people can't wait for Tuesday.

Theshitlist

with macsmith

David Ortiz Big Papi is being sued by Jay Z for naming his new club in Santo Domingo “Forty-Forty,” which clearly bites off of the rapper's chain of “40/40” clubs across the US. Ortiz named his club for the difficult feat of hitting forty home runs and stealing forty bases in a season, and Jay Z’s reflects the chain of “40/40.” Hence, this is an unusual new club to the Yankees-Red Sox rivalry, especially since it is difficult to tell right away if the footprint of the club is a good fit. It is our personal opinion that Papi should change the name of his club to something that better reflects his style of play, like “bloated contract,” or “post-roidal.”

Tracy City Tennessee’s Tracy City has a new mayor in Carl Geary. He’s intelligent, he’s charismatic, and he’s dead. Geary died during the campaign, and the city elected him anyway. Which, by process of sheer logic, makes Tracy City incumbent mayor Barbara Brock the worst mayor in the history of the universe.

Earth Week Woah, everyone! Earth Day has finally become Earth Week! Take that, global warming!

Blane Dickinson This Welsh tattoo artist is expanding the family business by allowing his daughter to become a tattoo artist. He’s three. Ruby Dickinson will become the youngest tattoo artist in the Guinness Book of World Records, and for thirty pounds, she’ll give you a tattoo of a smiling sun, a house, and a horsey. If you’re lucky.

The news in brief

“Only the US government has committed an atomic crime.”
- Iran’s Supreme Leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, turning the tables on the US, saying they are the ones who are terrorizing the world with nuclear weapons. Muslim law says nuclear weapons are illegal and unclean because they “slay the innocent” and the Ayatollah may have a point.

“If it’s horrific that such sensitive details were handled in such a careless way,”
- Joyce Robbins of British medical interest group Patient Concern, on the report that tens of thousands of people on the British organ donor list were wrongly placed there and many of them had their organs donated without their consent. I don’t really know what Britain is gonna do about this... there’s no real way to make up for that shit.

“200,000 to 300,000 Jews perished in Nazi concentration camps.”
- British bishop, Richard Williamson, who has become notorious for Holocaust denial, was fined to Germany recently for this statement. Holocaust denial of any kind is illegal in Germany. The Catholic Church is embarrassed yet again in the front page of international newspapers.

“We don’t see the light at the end of the tunnel yet.”
- An international air security spokesperson, speaking on the European air crisis caused by a volcano erupting in Iceland. Tens of thousands of people have been left stranded as virtually the entire continent remains grounded for fear of ash. At worst, this crisis prevented Tom Ford from going to pick up his best director award at the gay film awards.

Our generation stands at a crossroads. As we work through a thousand years of reflection, we risk losing the ability to think for ourselves. The water tower is for us non-thinkers. We provide witty and sometimes obnoxious opinions so that you don't have to come up with them yourselves. We can't promise that you will agree with everything that we say, but you will respect the intensity we have to say it. Every once in a while we will generate something that is truly thought provoking. We are the reason people can’t wait for Tuesday. We are the water tower.
Dear Humanity, 

All of us, you and me, the Earth. I know I don't usually write Facebook messages, but since I couldn't get your attention any other way, this was my only option. We are all Facebook friends, you know, even though you obviously don't have the time to write to each other, and still, even though I comment on all your pictures. And I sent you, like, ten e-mails, but you still ignored me. I even sent you an e-mail about a tornado in Illinois. Seriously, how dumb are you people? Anyway, we need to talk. I know you are just way too preoccupied with your friends, your clothes, and your music to notice, but our relationship is going downhill, and I've had enough. If you want any chance of staying together, then there a few things you need to work out:

1. All that trash. We live together, and yet all you ever do is give me your old junk. I don't want it! I'm always cleaning up after you, and you never even get so much as a thank you. You basically, never clean, and even when you do, all you end up doing is hiding everything out of your sight! Do you want me to know where all your empty soda bottles end up? Floating in the ocean of the Pacific. That's my personal space!

2. I need some alone time. Okay, I understand "The City that Never Sleeps" is a catchy name and all that, but can't you just shut up for a little while?!! The only thing I ever bother you with is the occasional volcano or thunderstorm - and yet you go, out, before me, with your friends, go flying in private jets, and play heavy metal concerts twenty-four hours a day! And don't even get me started on the garbage. Just follow these simple rules when listening to the administra-
tors: Don’t show them any support; they'll stop talking to us.

3. You take me for granted. I'm sick of you walking around like you own the place. It's not like I don't have other options. I could get rid of you whenever I want - I just don't, because I'm too nice. Ever heard of the dinosaurs? They were like you once. Then they went too far, and you're left digging up their bones. So unless you start thanking me for much do I do for you, I'm sending your ass straight to extinction.

4. You don't trust me. You're always going through my stuff, trying to figure out if I've got some hidden motive. If I sent you a nice weather forecast, you insist on sending a weather warning. If I send you beautiful mountains, you send people to explore and map them! And you know what's even worse? You think it's my fault when the mountain climbers die in an avalanche! If you didn't want to get burned, you shouldn't have played with fire. What I do is none of your business! You obviously have no idea how to respect someone's privacy.

5. Space travel. What, am I not good enough for you? If you're in a relationship with one planet, you can't be shopping around for others. I thought that was just common courtesy, but apparently no one taught you how to respect others. You seriously don't want that (ever seen 2012?)

Sincerely, 
emily hoogezer

Earths of Excrement

by alexbuckingham

Many of us have heard of the Fogel Plan. It goes by different names depending on who is referencing it. But whether it's been from UVM activists complaining about President Fogel's master agenda or from the administration talking about "spires of excellence" it's still the same plan. So how does one think of a plan that sounds so beneficial for the university when coming from the firing-man (or email, I've never heard him speak) and so evil when your friends talk about it!

Just follow these simple rules when listening to the administra-
tors: don't show them any support; they'll stop talking to us.

Another thing to watch out for is the "spire of excellence". This phrase is often accompanied by "Transdisciplinary Research Initiative" and "necessary to become the very best" (remember, that means receiving the most grants). The decoded meaning of "spire of excellence" means one of the schools best at obtaining research grants. It's this sort of ambiguity that tends to confuse UVM students.

The other thing to watch out for is the "spire of excellence". This phrase is often accompanied by "Transdisciplinary Research Initiative" and "necessary to become the very best" (remember, that means receiving the most grants). The decoded meaning of "spire of excellence" can be translated a variety of ways, but the most common two are either "pile of excrement" or "attacked on public health science related research". The translation is accurate.

The College of Arts and Sciences will be particularly hurt by this move. Resources will be lost, quality of education will go down, NFO will drop.

Terms: Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
Significance: A treaty among world leaders to curb the spread of nuclear weapons and clarify the right of na
tional states to use nuclear technology in peaceful ways. India, Israel, and Pakistan did not sign.

Terms: Nuclear Security Summit
Significance: The Nuclear Security Summit is a really important message to Taliban leaders, that the United

Significance: Grass-roots group with conservative views and antigovernment sentiments.

Significance: A Tea Party activist.

Significance: A large offensive by the United States and NATO in the Marja section in Southern Afgha

Significance: A large offensive by the United States and NATO in the Marja section in Southern Afgha

Significance: The College of Arts and Sciences will be particularly hurt by this move. Resources will be lost, quality of education will go down, NFO will drop.

Terms: Nuclear Terrorism
Significance: "Terrorists" + Nuclear Weapons = Oh Shit! In a Sentence: "Oh shit! Nuclear Terrorism would be cata
clysmic."

Terms: Pakistan: India-Arms Race
Significance: Pakistan and India both have nuclear weap-
on and they don't like each other.

Terms: Nuclear Posture Review
Significance: Obama administration strategy limiting the use of nuclear weapons. Even in the case of a biological or chemical attack, Obama wants to use nuclear weapons against nonnational states that comply with the Biological and Chemical Weapons Conventions.

Terms: Nuclear Posture Review
Significance: "The nuclear posture review means that we won't be able to blow people up, even if they started it. Except for Iran… we would totally blow them up!"

Terms: Expanded Medical Rights
Significance: President Obama has expanded medical rights toward lesbian and gay families to allow insurance for same sex partners.

Terms: Tea Party
Significance: The Tea Party is simply an example of what happens when people feel threatened, attacked, or un
happy. They can find no intellectual means to articulate their views, from a group.

Terms: Dangerous Climate Threshold
Significance: A 1.5°C Fahrenheit increase in average temperature as compared to temperatures before the Industrial Revolution

Terms: The Marja Offensive
Significance: The Marja offensive was an im-
portant message to Taliban leaders, that the United
States is committed to its role in the Middle East.

Terms: Nuclear Security Summit
Significance: Summit held by President Barack Obama to discuss ways to keep nuclear weapons out of the hands of terrorist groups such as Al Qaeda.

In a Sentence: "The Nuclear Security Summit is a really good thing because it will keep people from blowing us up."

Terms: Nuclear Terrorism
Significance: "Terrorists" + Nuclear Weapons = Oh Shit! In a Sentence: "Oh shit! Nuclear Terrorism would be cata
clysmic."

Terms: Pakistan: India-Arms Race
Significance: Pakistan and India both have nuclear weap-
on and they don't like each other.

In a Sentence: "You could cut the tension on the Pakistan: India Arms Race with a really big knife."

Terms: Nuclear Posture Review
Significance: Obama administration strategy limiting the use of nuclear weapons. Even in the case of a biological or chemical attack, Obama wants to use nuclear weapons against nonnational states that comply with the Biological and Chemical Weapons Conventions.

In a Sentence: "The nuclear posture review means that we won't be able to blow people up, even if they started it. Except for Iran… we would totally blow them up!"

In a Sentence: "I was pleased to hear about the expanded medical rights. It's about time."

Significance: The College of Arts and Sciences will be particularly hurt by this move. Resources will be lost, quality of education will go down, NFO will drop.

Terms: Expanded Medical Rights
Significance: President Obama has expanded medical rights toward lesbian and gay families to allow insurance for same sex partners.

Terms: Nuclear Security Summit
Significance: Summit held by President Barack Obama to discuss ways to keep nuclear weapons out of the hands of terrorist groups such as Al Qaeda.

In a Sentence: "The Nuclear Security Summit is a really good thing because it will keep people from blowing us up."

Significance: The Nuclear Security Summit is a really important message to Taliban leaders, that the United
States is committed to its role in the Middle East.
these are real

Cheese is
- the devil's plaything
- a kind of meat
- addictive
- devil food

Sober:
- Contemplate the subtle intricacy of the ceiling lights, then realize you've been silently gaping at the ceiling for the last hour. Then complain about the food.
- Get interrogated and/or strip-searched by the police for "acting suspicious.
- Think about how trippy the tunnel is.

High:
- Spend three hours staring at your books without actually getting anything done.
- See yourself as the most environmentally responsible way for them to use their resources.

Sobriety range:
- Sober:
  - You go to class, your friends don't like the class, you drop it.
  - You do nothing during the day and go to the grocery store for cheap food.
- High:
  - You spend hours at the library, but learn nothing.
  - You wake up at 2 AM and study for an exam.

Cheese is:
- alive
- a kind of meat
- the devil's plaything
- addictive

Taurus: April 20- May21

Water Elements:
- Fire
- Air
- Earth

1.

Blue eyes:
- I can be generally surmised that UVM students don't know or care too much about Champlain College. The reasoning behind this, I've learned, is that they are just not that interested in what's going on at Champlain.

2.

It was at this moment that Earth Day was born. This year, many people have devoted to smoking pot and caring about Mother Nature.

3.

ability to eat locally.

4.

today's horoscope.

5.

It is after eating that Sam and I parted ways. They say their RA is pretty nice, but they don't see too much of him. He doesn't do anything about Champlain. The kids are really my thing. The students seemed to take a lot of notes, and pay diligent attention.

6.

拆迁 is analogous to the English word "renovate." It involves the demolition and reconstruction of buildings. The process is often used in urban renewal projects to revitalize areas suffering from decay and blight.

7.

Champlain: next year. She was happy to have me for the day.

8.

The class was as lame as any lame class. The dorm was the big difference, but my sample size of visiting a few rooms, one class, and talking to about ten people didn't make me say Champlain was better.

9.

The students seemed to take a lot of notes, and pay diligent attention.

10.

But I don't think I would have been so enthusiastic about going to UVM.

11.

The dorms were really cool.

12.

Sam lives in South House, on South Willard Street. He showed me around the dorm.

13.

If nothing else, however, my visit taught me that even though there's no reason to hate on Champlain, I'm glad to call UVM home.
Monday
• Myth Busting Monday w/ VSTEP
• CarShare Celebrates Earth Week! / 12:30-3 pm / Catamount statue
• Tree Lifting / UVM Hort Farm / 5:00 pm
• Movie series: Food, Inc. / 5 pm / Brennan’s

Tuesday
• Trashy Tuesday w/ VSTEP
• Dr. Your Bike Workshop / 11-2 pm / amphitheater of the Davis Center
• Movie Series: Flow / 5 pm / Brennan’s

Wednesday
• Water Wednesday w/ VSTEP
• “Resources for Individual Action” / 9:45-11:30 am / DC Atrium
• UVM Farmers Market / 11-2 pm / between the Davis Center and Library
• Environmental Forum: Student Research / 2-4 pm / Jost Foundation Rm. (DC)
• Localvore Dinner / 5-7 pm / Billings 3rd floor
• Green your Cleaning / 6-8 pm / 12 Colchester Ave. RSVP alicia.taylor@uvm.edu
• CIVILIZATION + RESISTANCE: What are the stakes? w/ Derrick Jensen
  opening remarks by John Todd “Earth Day 40 yrs later” 7 pm / Ira Allen Chapel

Thursday (Earth Day)
• Thirsty Thursday w/ VSTEP
• VSTEP, NAIP host Indigenous Rights and Env. Justice Speak Out / 10am - 2pm
• Bring Your Own Bottle Day / All Day / Davis Center
• Davis Center Waste Sort / 11-2 pm / Outside the Davis Center
• Sustainable Building by Design / 4-6 pm / Davis Atrium
• Rosina Philippe: Reflections on climate change for native communities of the
  Mississippi delta / 5 pm / TBD
• Movie Series: Sister’s on the Planet / 5 pm / Brennan’s

Friday
• Frisky Friday Over population w/ VSTEP
• Critical Mass Group Bike Ride / 6pm / Davis Center Oval
• Movie Series: TAPPED / 7 pm / L/L 216

Saturday
• Spring Fest 2010 (uvmtickets.com)
overheard a conversation in b-town? was it hilarious? dumb? inspirational? tell the ear and we’ll print it. uvm.edu/~watertwr/ear.html

Guy 1: I saw a pretty awesome band. I saw someone who can sting with philosophy.

Guy 2: I am: a Jew with Brown Hair

Girl One: So you went to the Rugby House this week? I was there for the music though. There was a pretty awesome band.

Girl Two: I saw: a Jew from the Davis Center Tunnel:

Girl One: Wing fourth floor? You get blacked out or else you're a freak.

Girl Two: 3rd floor Bailey Howe Library:

Girl One: Is the Easter Bunny religious?

Girl Two: Yeah, okay, that’s what I thought.

Girl: I am: a Jew but not in the Rubenstein school

Girl: I saw: a hot guy

Girl: I am: Bewildered

Girl: We had a class together in the fall. You wear rain boots on sunny days and a whistle that doesn’t work around your neck. You complain, and here’s even support bar. It’s think you’re just perfect, and I could watch you defend principles of parliamentary governments all day.

Girl: When: more often lately

Girl: Where: in and around M A T

Girl: I saw: a tall, goofy, deeply stunning brunette

Girl: I am: the boy you used to argue with in pols 51

Girl: You know, it would be really great If we could get together before you graduate. I feel like a schoolgirl whenever I blush. Not since ninth grade have I had this bad a crush

Girl: When: school has less than a month to go

Girl: Where: tonight!

Girl: So don’t put me on hold, let me know Tomcat will be your b/o?

Girl: Just say yes, I’m crazy for you

Girl: When: whenever else is eating dinner

Girl: Where: work

Girl: I saw: a hot guy

Girl: I am: your dream kitten

Girl: “Would you look at that guy! He is so cute!” my friend whispers to me; I couldn’t help but agree with her. We noticed you while you were waiting for our food at Brennan’s and when you went to get your food you gave me the sexiest half smile ever. A few more smiles back and forth were sent before our food arrived. I must say that this time I didn’t mind waiting so long.

Girl: When: last Sunday

Girl: Where: Brennan’s:

Girl: I saw: a man

Girl: I am: a woman

ATTENTION SENIORS!

Did you know you’re almost done? In a few short weeks you’re going to start putting that (most ridiculous class) experience to good use and try to make a name for yourself. Before you start bowing in the bathrooms of strange new cities or countries, take a moment and think... have you banged in the best bathrooms Burlington has to offer?

Fourth Floor of Davis Center: There’s a shower, a lock, and usually plenty of hand sanitizer. This bathroom is out of the way enough where it shouldn’t be the easiest thing to get caught, but it’s close enough to where formal presentations are done for you to feel dirty.

Grundle: There’s such a roar for garden burgers and grilled chicken sandwiches that no one could hear you as you have it at one in the cleaner bathrooms on campus. Seriously, you’d think with all the diarrhea this place serves up these bathrooms would be destroyed. Well, no, they aren’t. Which is genius. The more you mess up the shit you have to wash and Konnikov boots in the lobby’s bathroom.

Basement of Library: By the Maps and Gov't Documents section is a bathroom that’s so underused it’s almost criminal. The best part? It’s echo-y. The sound of you jumping your significant other’s bones would sound like a ghost haunting the entire library.

Atrium: Clean, modern, and the lighting here lets everyone look good. Plus, being so close to medical experts has to take some net-loss of zero.

Fogel’s bathroom: The croup de gras, if you try telling me you made whoopi in here then I won’t believe you. Fogel’s personal bathroom, I’m sure, is guarded by robots, lasers, and even robot laser sharks. If you bang in here, you win. You win everything.
I asked God to forgive me.

Heavy hush sitting hard upon my shoulders,

In that temple which was dark save the jewel colors of

In sweet & unexpected goodness. & so instead of prayer

It was a way to carve a chunk out of the day

My mother picking me up from school one afternoon

mind:

pew

For a great many things, or a great many people,

& in the quiet, frosted light of the window they prayed

Screw it & down I went onto the kneeler, where I felt

At me in my non-kneeler state, which is just about when

Except for the few who were looking- no, gawking-

They knelt with their hands clasped, heads tilted down

& I thought that this was the worst Treat I' d ever been

To please kneel & those who were not to stay seated.

We entered the dark hush of the temple, quietly

have thought.

God, in His way, would understand, the teacher must

But because the teacher had had no agenda that day.

For a prayer or two, though I suspect that the Treat

& we were all shuffled down to the school temple

The teacher announced that she had a “treat"

In the middle of history class at Bishop Stang

In wearing dark plaid skirts as the girls there did,

Though I was not Catholic & had no particular interest

I had been studyin with buddies and didn’t really feel ready

It was gettin late, and I was feelin exhausted

beautiful disaster

by adammaher

On the road, the Steppenwolf

A testament, his crime alflow

Remembering when he was young

As he stands alone in the sun

He hears a new voice

Like Rondalinho

When he hits the switch and makes that Cruyff

A very fine beautiful girly came

Over to his arm and said his name

Will you come with me along this travels!

I don’t think I can quite make it alone

I am very lovely and need you at home

Halftime Afghanistan getting stoned

He said I would, but I can’t

I have my own problems, that is that

So she turned around, and she walked away

Didn’t give a fuck, that’s what he’d say

All he had to do, was just say yes

And he never ever would have been in this mess

Everybody has trouble sometimes

Just remain strong willed you’ll survive

Keep it close to your heart, and never forget who was

with you from the start.

Beautiful disaster in your face, I swear I gotta find this

with you from the start

Keep it close to your heart, and never forget who was

Everybody has trouble sometimes

All he had to do, was just say yes

“I’m sorry. I hadn’t even ever seen a real live dinosaurus before I went to UVM. My B, “ Jack apologized.

‘It’s all good, “ Hector replied. “So you guys want get

That’s when my two friends looked up at him. They had
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The Artsty Stoner

- Reminds you of Jon Stewart's character in "Half Baked"
- Piece of choice: a classy, well-adorned chillum
- Always coming up with dumb "deep, profound" shit while high
- Only able to write a twenty page paper when stoned
- Quote: "Everything just makes more sense high, you know?"

The Techie

- Will always give you the pros and cons of using a vaporizer
- Has an ice cube in the freezer just in case it's bong time
- Grows his own weed and will tell you more about soil than you will ever need to know
- Will talk for twenty minutes about his bong carrier case
- Thinks the BSAD major got ripped off on his Roo
- Quote: "When you really think about it, double perculators are overrated.

The Stingy Stoner

- Always seems paranoid (has an important future, after all)
- Has a nasty crack pipe nobody ever wants to smoke
- Always down to get high but never has weed
- Has either been to Amsterdam or is planning a trip soon
- Quote: "You paid 500 for a Sativa blend?" and "Oh, yeah, I know where that nug came from."

The Techie

- Always has to roll European style spliffs--nobody else is allowed to roll
- Knows more about the weed you just bought than you do
- Has either been to Amsterdam or is planning a trip soon
- Always seems to be talking about weed
- Probably sells a lot of weed, or "does favors" for friends
- Quote: "I'll hit that if nobody else wants to...there's a lot

The Saner Stoner

- Knows more about the weed you just bought than you do
- Always seems paranoid (has an important future, after all)
- Has a lock box under his bed with a lot of good weed
- Always seems paranoid (has an important future, after all)
- Tinted out expensive vehicle with radar detector
- Quote: "You don't open that door!"

The BSAD Major

- Piece of Choice: a classy, well-adorned chillum
- Has a lock under his bed with a lot of good weed
- Always seems paranoid (has an important future, after all)
- Tinted out expensive vehicle with radar detector
- Quote: "You don't open that door!"

The Stoney Stoner

- Has a lock under his bed with a lot of good weed
- Always seems paranoid (has an important future, after all)
- Tinted out expensive vehicle with radar detector
- Quote: "You don't open that door!"

The Every-Now-And-Then Athlete

- Rarely Smokes—Will eat a brownie at a party to get totally fucked up
- His or her stoner friends are always real excited when they wanna get high because it's so rare
- Eats insane amounts munchies when high
- Quote: "Dunno what"